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Introduction to the Report:
During the second quarter of 2013, Newton-Evans Research Company undertook a two-pronged research program to determine the current usage patterns and mid-term plans among electric utilities for implementing time synchronization, the use of various time reference standards and the role of GPS. Concurrently, manufacturers of substation devices were queried about the extent to which their products and equipment supported precision timing protocol.

By August 1, Newton-Evans had received usable survey responses (or replies) from 17 manufacturing company participants, 57 utilities from nearly 30 countries, and substation engineering teams from six major transmission and distribution engineering consulting firms.

The report is organized in three sections. The first section summarizes the survey findings from 17 leading suppliers of substation automation-related intelligent devices. The second section is a summary of findings from a survey of utilities around the world regarding their approaches and plans for time synchronization in their electric power substations. The third section is our synopsis of the size, vertical industry focus and global sales regions for the identified suppliers of precision timing clocks (whether PTP IEEE 1588-compatible or not).
Part One: Substation Electronic Device Supplier Survey of Time Synchronization Topics

Industry Participation

A total of 17 usable replies were provided by manufacturers and a few systems integration specialists. The top five international leaders in the provision of substation equipment and intelligent devices all participated in this study. Respondents included representative firms based in Europe and Asia as well as in North America. Another company, a leader in the protective relay market, declined to participate in the study.

These participating companies represent an estimated 80% of all substation-based intelligent electronic devices used in conjunction with substation modernization programs. A number of these respondents also manufacture synchrophasor products including phasor measurement units and phasor data concentrators. Among the product classes represented are: metering products; communications switches; fault and event recorders; protective relays; automation processing platforms; equipment monitors, and a range of IEC 61850 and DNP 3 supported equipment and devices.